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to improve the quality of the generated midi files, we can use the reverb layer that
applies a reverb effect over the sound. the effect is applied to all the vectors in the midi
files before they are fed to the networks, and then used to generate a set of new midi
files. the effect can be applied to every note played, or only to the notes that are used in
the generation process (i.e., the media notes, which correspond to the ones used in the
training data). revealing the midi files to the end user is a very important part of our
work. we have experimented with several approaches that could be used to do so. we
could generate a json file that is readable by humans, with information about the pieces,
the chords, and the rhythm. however, it would be wrong to think that our work could be
used for real-time music generation. we need to make sure that the performance of the
model is on par with the human musician. in our experiments, we found that the human
musician can produce more than three different songs per hour. this is a super fun
example! i'm absolutely in love with this. thank you so much for sharing it with us! i'm
very interested to learn more about arabic music and rhythm. i'm still studying
architecture and am working on a design project at the moment. i could see myself
working with more arabic music in the future. let me know if there is anything else you
could recommend in terms of resources to learn about this? i appreciate this!i'll try it out
and will tell you what i find!i'm interested in learning more about arabic music and
rhythm in general! would there be any recommendation?i'll tell you what i find out!
thanks!!
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features of onsong: real-time, interactive music creation using midi and audio files
unique user interface that allows complete musical control over each track automated

track presets, with music and sounds designed to inspire creativity chord and step
sequencing for real-time editing modify, rearrange, and automate your songs using the

powerful editor create and add your own sound modules to the onsong system high-
quality performance on any platform, from linux, windows, or os x onsong is a fully

featured, open source software synthesizer that has a clean gui interface and uses midi
and audio files to create live, interactive, multi-track music that you can loop and play

back in real-time. the midi files have to be written in a way that is suitable to be used as
a training dataset. this includes the following: the midi files have to have the same
number of measures (beats and repetitions) the midi files should be in the same

encoding format the midi files have to have the same repeat count as the training data
one of the main challenges in music technology is to accommodate the sheer number of
different scales (mode and sharakah) used in arabic music. the vast majority of modern
electronic music utilizes a single scale such as the 12-tone scale or the equal tempered

scale. the idea here is to extend the 12-tone scale to more than one octave, but also
introduce the concept of tonality. a higher scale is called a higher mode and a lower
scale is called a lower mode. the lower mode is sometimes referred to as the natural

mode and the higher mode is sometimes referred to as the tempered mode. the
tempered mode is more popular in western classical music, where the 12-tone scale is

the most common mode of music. 5ec8ef588b
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